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Abstract. This paper presents exploratory work on the use of semantics
in Document Image Analysis. It is different than existing semantics-aware
approaches in the sense that it approaches the problem from a a very
domain specific angle, and tries to incorporate an open model based on a
reduced ontology. As presented here, it consists of enhancing an existing
platform for Document Image Analysis benchmarking using off-the-shelf
tools. The platform on which it is based hosts a wide variety of image
interpretation algorithms as well as a wide range of benchmarking data.
These data are stored in a relational database, as well as their type defi-
nition, the association between data and algorithms, etc. This work tries
to provide an experimental indication whether ontologies and automated
reasoning can provide new or alternative ways to extract relations among
different stored facts, or infer dependencies between various user-defined
types, based on their interactions with algorithms and other types of
data.

1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is to report preliminary experimental setups related
to introducing open semantics in Document Image Analysis (DIA). The
topics described relate to a benchmarking platform, specifically conceived
for DIA research, and stem from the need of intelligently handling a spe-
cific kind of semantics, as will be made clear later. The DAE Platform[1],
on which this work is based, provides an experimental environment in
which users can upload algorithms, store relevant data, conduct exper-
iments and compare their results. This system is conceived around a
flexible and open data model that links together document images, algo-
rithms, user-defined interpretations and user information. All is stored in
a relational database. Among these, the most important is a wide range
of data related to document analysis algorithms that can generally be
divided into user-defined data types as inputs of algorithms and auto-
matic interpretations as results. However, the flexibility of this model in
terms of interpretations and data types is one of its main weaknesses.
One may define a type without considering that it may have other equiv-
alent types in the system defined by others. Moreover, sometimes existing



types may form super types or subtypes of the one the user intended to
create. The goal of this research consists in developing a semantic model
of the knowledge stored in the database, which will allow automatic rea-
soning engines to infer dependencies between various user-defined types,
based on their interactions with algorithms and other data types. One
important step in this direction is to represent the underlying data model
as an ontology.
The next section will explain in further details the goals of the bench-
marking platform, the specific need for semantics it has, and how it
differs from other existing platforms. In section 3 we explain the tech-
niques used to integrate ontologies into the model. Section 4 provides
some experimental results.

2 Context

2.1 DAE-platform

The DAE-Platform’s [1] primary goal is to serve as a reference repository
for reproducible experimental research in Document Image Analysis, and
as such offers access to reference data, state-of-the-art algorithms, and
benchmark annotations. It enables registered users to upload new refer-
ence material, to define, extend or correct the interpretation of stored
data and aims to support experimental research through an open and
evolving framework that can be extended by community driven contri-
butions.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the DAE Platform



Previous accounts of the features and the potential uses of the plat-
form [2,3] focused on its architecture, implementation choices, and its
potential to impact experimental research, especially with respect to re-
producibility and accountability. The platform has been implemented
using a classical LAMP architecture [4] but also integrates a full WSDL
interface [5], allowing it to be integrated in a fully distributed service-
oriented architecture. The DIA reference data and annotations them-
selves are stored in an Oracle relational database back-end. An indepen-
dent cluster of servers is used to execute stored algorithms. Fig 1 shows
its structure.

2.2 Data model

Besides the technical architecture of the server, as depicted in Fig 1, the
DAE Platform is an implementation of a data model [6] .The data model
is based on the following claims: all data is typed; users can define new
types;
– Data can be attached to specific parts of a document image (not

obliged)
– Both data and algorithms are modelled; algorithms transform data

from one type into data of another type;
– Full provenance of data history is recorded.

The result is that the platform can be used as a benchmarking repository.
Since all provenance is recorded, one can leverage it to compare results
from algorithms on identical data, and compare annotations by different
users.
A simplified representation of the data model is represented in Fig 2. It
consists of three key elements: algorithms, data_items and algorithm_runs.

Fig. 2. The DAE Data Model (simplified)

The underlying reasoning is that data is transformed by algorithms.
data_items are instances of data and are related to algorithms by ex-
plicit algorithm_runs. New data_items thus produced are stored in the



database with the exact information of how they were obtained. There
are also pre-defined types of data_items: page_images, page_elements,

page_element_properties, files and datasets. In this document we
focus on the first three.
– page_image is an image file representing a physical page at a given

resolution and with a given image quality. It is perfectly possible to
have multiple page_images representing the same physical page, as
shown in Fig 2;

– page_element is an area of a page_image, defined in as uncon-
strained a way as possible, either by a bounding box or a pixel map

– page_element_property are any kind of user-defined property or
interpretation attached to a page_element.

3 Semantics and Ontologies

3.1 A Specific Kind of Semantics

As already mentioned, the flexibility of DAE platform causes polysemy.
Unlike other image annotation initiatives, our main goal is not to try and
relate visual representations to higher level known or fixed ontologies [7].
Although we will eventually benefit from connecting our ontology with
it, it is currently not within the scope of this paper.
Our main concern comes from the fact that different users very likely
operate in different interpretation contexts, which inevitably may result
in several types for the same visual element. We have already shown
that this is a normal, and necessary "feature" in machine perception and
interpretation related topics [8]. The problem is, the system cannot au-
tomatically deduce or indicate the relation among these interpretations.
Our goal is to try and investigate if an appropriate ontology, capturing
the semantics of our benchmarking data can help resolve this.

3.2 Example

In order to illustrate our point, let us develop the example depicted in
Fig. 3. It represents the platform with various data objects and algo-
rithms, created by different users (researchers).
We assume that one of the stored algorithms was contributed by re-
searcher A, who defined its input as being of type X and its output of
type Y. Another researcher B successfully execute this algorithm with, as
input, a specific data item i whose type was previously defined as being
Z.
It is straightforward to infer that:

{

Type(Z) ∩ Type(X) 6= ∅
i ∈ Type(Z) ∩ Type(X)

The fact that types Z and X are considered being different may come
from either having different users using different name labels for the
same semantics (e.g. "text area" and "text zone"), or it may result



Fig. 3. Various Data Used by Different Users

Fig. 4. Different Data Used by the Same Algorithm

from having both users using slightly different interpretation contexts
with overlapping, yet not fully identical semantics. This situation is nei-
ther far-fetched, nor unique. Since the researches in domain of document
analysis can be very specific (e.g. concentrate in translating a file from
a particular form to another) and the domain itself is becoming more
and more complex, some researchers may work on quite specialised sub-
problems, that may eventually prove to be instances of a more generic
problem. In order to detect this, we need to extract the dependency
between equivalent user-defined types.

3.3 Semantics of the data model

In the DAE Data Model, algorithms are declared having precise data_types
for their input and output values (called data). However, an algorithm
can have any number of executions (algorithm_runs), associating spe-
cific data_items. In other words, specific data (algorithm inputs/outputs)
may possess various instances at run-time. The problem discussed above
lies in the fact that, a given data_item can be sometimes applied in
executions of different algorithms, which means it serves as data of po-
tentially different types. Conversely, this means that once we find all the
data_types of a data_item, we can easily trace to every algorithms where
this data_item is involved. Our study is based on this point. Therefore,
one important issue is to establish the link from specific data to each of
its instance data_items.



Given the architecture of the DAE platform, we could achieve this using
SQL queries. However, this solution is difficult to generalise: every time
when we want to check a particular data_item, we need to modify the
query statement (e.g. data_item’s id). Since the number of data_items is
enormous, using SQL complicated, tedious and error prone. Introducing
semantic querying provides a more readable presentation for complicate
hierarchical relationships between information. Furthermore, DL reason-
ers will allow us to infer a transitive chain of a series of relations between
data_type and data_item.

3.4 D2R

To achieve this, we will be using D2R [9]. D2R Server is a tool for publish-
ing the content of relational databases on the Semantic Web. Database
content is mapped to RDF by a declarative mapping which specifies
how resources are identified and how property values are generated from
database content. D2R Server uses a specific language3 to express map-
pings between application-specific database schemas and RDFS schemas
or OWL. They specify how resources are identified and how property
values are generated from database content. The central object in D2RQ
is the ClassMap. A ClassMap represents a mapping from a set of entities
described within the database, to a class or a group of similar classes
of resources. Each ClassMap has a set of PropertyBridges, which specify
how resource descriptions are created. Property values can be created
directly from database values or by employing patterns or translation
tables. D2RQ supports conditional mappings on ClassMap and Proper-

tyBridge levels, mapping of multiple columns to the same property and
the handling of highly normalised table structures where instance data
is spread over multiple tables. It also includes a tool that automatically
generates a D2RQ mapping from the database table structure, generat-
ing the appropriate RDF for each database, using table names as class
names and column names as property names.

4 Experiments and Analysis

4.1 Matching data and data_items

As mentioned above, given a specific algorithm execution allows to relate
a data_item to data properties. We know that an algorithm is defined
as: (output1, ouput2, ... , outputn) = algorithm (input1, input2, ... ,
inputm) Where inputi (i = 1 ... m) is defined as datai, who possess a
type data_typei. In the same way, outputj(j = 1 ... n) is defined as dataj
of data_typej . These data are associated directly with the algorithm in a
strict order. This position information is available in our provenance data
from the DAE platform. Fig. 5 we see the logical order of the inference.
We have implemented this inference chain in Protégé4. Fig. 7 shows that
we are capable of correctly inferring new types on data items.

3 D2RQ Mapping Language: http://d2rq.org/d2rq-language
4 http://protege.stanford.edu/



Fig. 5. Inference of Data Types from Algorithm Executions

Up to this point, we can conclude that if all relevant properties are prop-
erly defined(extracted), the desired deduction set by inference chain will
be established automatically on the whole model after running the DL
reasoning engine. However, after the implementation and tests, several
issues left to be resolved:
– Complexity: a chain of 4 properties slows down the reasoning;
– Limited by the fact that the enforcement of argument positioning

requires reification of the relations (our example is limited to two
inputs/outputs only);

– We failed to realize the extraction by ordering: Because the D2RQ
mapping language cannot yet function normally on conditional map-
ping.

Besides its inconveniences and technical limitations, this semantic model
functions as expected, so the applied methods proved to be correct. More-
over, it proposes an important usage of the ontology modeling: verifica-
tion of complex relations in relational database.

4.2 Simplification

Fig. 6. Simplified Inference of Data Types from Algorithm Executions

In order to avoid all the problem occurred in the first approach and to
provide a functional model, we decided to replace the ordering informa-
tion by storing a direct link between data_item and data_type in our
provenance database. Every time when an algorithm runs, we record each
of the data_items used as its inputs/outputs, along with the information



Fig. 7. Results of Type Inference from Algorithm Executions using Protégé



of this algorithm in the database. Besides, the corresponding data are
also recorded. The resulting semantics is shown in Fig. 6.
This model provides the solution in a most simplified way with only three
classes and is more efficient than the one in the first approach.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we have demonstrated that the use of semantics opens new
perspectives of looking at document image annotation and benchmark-
ing repositories, since it allow to infer and extract new kinds of relations
between data. This can be used as a basis of trying to uncover whether
different algorithms or different experimental setups share similar in-
terpretation contexts, and thus discover new relations between various
interpretations of the same data. Our approach offers advantages com-
pared to the previously existing tool. Relations can be more easily cre-
ated, modified and integrated using the appropriate an ontologies. In the
domain of document analysis research, the ontology modelling is helpful
in inferring the dependency between existing algorithms developed by
individual researchers. Moreover, it can be considered as an efficient way
to verify existing relationships between tables in the database.
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